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AMBIENT CHILL is a collection that contains 1.9 GB of Ambient/Chill and Electronica loops and samples.

You'll get 10 packs containing loops, samples and construction kits in WAV, ACID, Apple Loops and

REX2 formats. If you are looking for a very large and diverse collection of quality sounds that are suitable

for ambient, chill, downtempo, dub, atmospheric avant garde, lounge, dark and whatever else you chill

with, this is for sure the best deal you will find as it contains almost 2 GB of content!! Here is the list of the

packs included: - 80-120 ELECTRONIC DANCE RHYTHMS (WAV/REX2/Apple Loops): 110 Drum loops

covering a tempo range from 80 to 120 bpm. These loops can be used for a wide range of downbeat

electronic styles like Ambient, IDM, Experimental, Hip-Hop, Industrial...... Available in WAV, REX2 and

Apple Loops formats. - AMBIENT/TRANCE PADS & STRINGS (WAV): A selection of 35 multisampled

stereo synthesizer pads and strings for Ambient, New Age and Trance music productions. Each pad has

been sampled every eight notes from C1 to C5, all perfectly seamless looped and ready to be played in

any sampler. The sounds are presented in WAV format. - AMBIENT CHILL CONSTRUCTION KITS

(WAV/Apple Loops): A selection of 6 Ambient Chill construction kits containing melodic and rhythmic

elements. These loops can be used together to create complete tracks, or they can be used individually

to serve as a foundation or embellish already existing tracks. The loops are presented in WAV and Apple

Loops formats. - ATMOS & FX LOOPS (ACID/WAV/Apple Loops/REX2): A selection of looped

ambiences and textures that can be used for music and multimedia projects. The loops repeat seamlessly

and are marked with the bpm. Available in ACID/WAV, REX2 and Apple Loops formats. - AMBIENT

MELODIES (ACID/WAV/Apple Loops): This pack contains Pads, Strings, Pianos and Synth melodies in

ACID/WAV and Apple Loops formats. These loops are adaptable to various music genres and due to

their ethereal nature, they are great for Ambient, Chill Out and Trance productions. - DUB DRUM LOOPS

(WAV/Apple Loops/REX2): A selection of 51 electronic drum loops especially created for the producers of

computer based Dub. These loops can also be used for other Reggae orientated styles. The loops are

presented in WAV, REX2 and Apple Loops formats. - ELECTRONIC DRUM LOOPS

(ACID/WAV/REX2/Apple Loops): A selection of 71 electronic drum loops with a BPM range of 80, 85 and
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90. These loops can be used in a wide variety of electronic oriented music productions. The loops are

presented in ACID/WAV, REX2 and Apple Loops formats. - ELECTRONIC RHYTHM CONSTRUCTION

SET (WAV/REX2/Apple Loops): This pack contains individual drum parts featuring kicks, snares, hi-hats

and percussion loops. You can mix and match them to build your own rhythms for a wide range of

electronic music genres. If you create electronic music(Hip-Hop, Ambient, Breakbeat, Dub, IDM,

Downtempo, Illbient, Tribal etc...), in this pack you'll have endless of groove combinations possibilities!!.

Includes WAV, Apple Loops and REX2 formats. - ETHNIC DRUMS (WAV/Apple Loops/REX2) A

selection of 44 ethnic drum loops for those looking to incorporate some ethnic elements into their

Ambient, Chill Out and Electronica tracks. Available in WAV, REX2 and Apple Loops formats. - GLOBAL

ELECTRONIC DRUMS (WAV/REX2/Apple Loops): 80 electronic drum loops that will offer you the

foundation to build a wide variety of electronic music. These grooves have all been recorded at 60 BPM

so you can use them for downbeat styles like Ambient, Trip-Hop, Experimental... and increase the tempo

up to 130 for more upbeat styles like Breakbeat, Drum & Bass... without affecting the audio quality. The

loops are presented in WAV, REX2 and Apple Loops formats.
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